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ABSTRACT

We analyze two classes of Kuramoto models on spheres that have been introduced in previous stud-
ies. Our analysis is restricted to ensembles of identical oscillators with the global coupling. In such
a setup, with an additional assumption that the initial distribution of oscillators is uniform on the
sphere, one can derive equations for order parameters in closed form.

The rate of synchronization in a real Kuramoto model depends on the dimension of the sphere.
Specifically, synchronization is faster on higher-dimensional spheres. On the other side, real order
parameter in complex Kuramoto models always satisfies the same ODE, regardless of the dimension.

The derivation of equations for real order parameters in Kuramoto models on spheres is based on
recently unveiled connections of these models with geometries of unit balls.

Simulations of the system with several hundreds of oscillators yield perfect fits with the theoretical
predictions, that are obtained by solving equations for the order parameter.

Keywords non-Abelian Kuramoto model · sphere · conformal mappings · Poisson kernels

1 Introduction

Large populations of coupled oscillators display a fascinating variety of collective phenomena that have been observed
and studied for centuries, see [21]. The most popular model in the field has been proposed in 1975. by Yoshiki
Kuramoto in [11]. The state of each oscillator in the Kuramoto model is given by a single phase variable ϕj ∈ [0, 2π],
while amplitudes are neglected. Therefore, Kuramoto oscillators can be represented by points zj = eiϕj on the unit

circle S1 in the complex plane.

The second crucial assumption incorporated in the model is that the coupling between each pair of oscillators is
proportional to the sine of their phase difference. In other words, oscillators are coupled through the first harmonic
only and not through higher harmonics.

There is a growing interest in various extensions of the classical Kuramoto model to higher-dimensional manifolds.
Such extensions describe populations of coupled generalized "oscillators" whose states are represented by points
on some higher-dimensional manifolds, rather than S1. Interest in such extensions is motivated by their relevance in
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modeling collective dynamical phenomena in networks of interacting agents, but also by relations with some intriguing
theories from mathematics and mathematical physics.

Extensions of the classical Kuramoto model to higher dimensions are based on generalizations of the notion of os-
cillator. One approach is to consider generalized "oscillators" whose states are described by points on a certain Lie
group. Then the intrinsic frequencies of oscillators are elements of the corresponding Lie algebra. Each individual
oscillator is governed by a linear ODE on a Lie group. Introduction of coupling into the model yields a system of
geometric Riccati ODE’s on this group, see [15]. Typical examples of this kind are Kuramoto models on some matrix
groups, such as SU(k) or SO(n). Such models are usually referred to as non-Abelian Kuramoto models, the term that
emphasizes that the underlying manifold is a non-commutative group, see [7, 8, 16]. The classical Kuramoto model
can be referred to as Abelian Kuramoto model, a special case for the commutative group U(1) ≡ SO(2) with the
group manifold S1.

Alternatively, some authors studied generalized "oscillators" whose states are described by points on spheres Sd−1.
Then the classical Kuramoto model arise as a particular case for d = 2. Generalized Kuramoto models on spheres
have been used in modeling programmable swarms ([19]), opinion dynamics ([1]), multi-agent systems in geometric
consensus theory ([17]) and for unsupervised machine learning over multivariate data sets ([6]).

In the present paper we derive equations for the order parameter in Kuramoto models on spheres. We compare two
classes of such models that have been studied by Tanaka in [24]. The closed-form equations for the order parameter are
derived in the simplest setup with globally-coupled identical oscillators and uniform initial distribution. If the coupling
is attractive, population evolves with the time from incoherent state towards the fully synchronized state. Hence, the
order parameter monotonically increases from zero to one. However, the pace (velocity) of synchronization process
depends on the model and/or the dimension of the sphere.

The derivation of closed-form equations for real order parameters is based on geometric reasoning. For that reason we
briefly mention some recent results on relations between Kuramoto models on spheres and hyperbolic geometries in
unit balls.

Theoretic study of geometry and global variables in the classical Kuramoto model has been initiated in the seminal
paper [25] of Watanabe and Strogatz. They reported a substitution of variables that reduces the dynamics of N
Kuramoto oscillators to the 3-dimensional system of ODE’s for global variables. Hence, the evolution of a population
of Kuramoto oscillators is restricted to a low-dimensional invariant submanifold. Further investigations of this low-
dimensional dynamics evolved into a geometric and group-theoretic study of the Kuramoto model, see [18]. The most
recent results on relations between Kuramoto models and hyperbolic geometries of the unit disc have been reported in
[4, 5].

Low-dimensional dynamics and geometry of generalized Kuramoto models on spheres have been investigated very re-
cently in several papers [2, 9, 14, 15, 24]. There are two non-equivalent ways to extend the classical Kuramoto model
from S1 to higher-dimensional spheres Sd−1. Tanaka in [24] introduced two classes of Kuramoto models on spheres:
real models on Sd−1 and complex models on spheres S2m−1 in complex vector spaces. These two classes correspond
to two non-equivalent geometries in unit balls. This geometric background has been to a large extent clarified very
recently in [13]. It has been pointed out that real Kuramoto models generate conformal mappings of unit balls, while
complex Kuramoto models are related to analytic automorphisms of unit balls in complex vector spaces. For d = 2
both mappings reduce to Möbius transformations of the unit disc, leading to the Poincaré model of planar hyperbolic
geometry.

Throughout the paper we work under the following assumptions on the initial distribution of oscillators:

(A1) The number of oscillators N is infinite and the distribution of oscillators on the sphere at each moment t > 0 is
given by a density function ρ(t, x), t > 0, x ∈ Sd−1.

(A2) The initial distribution of oscillators is uniform on the sphere, i.e. ρ(0, x) = 1
Pd

for x ∈ Sd−1, where Pd =
2πd/2

Γ(d/2) is the surface of Sd−1.

The class of real Kuramoto models on spheres is analyzed in the next Section. We derive equations for the real order
parameter, based on recent results about geometry and low-dimensional dynamics in these models. In Section 3 an
analogous analysis is conducted for complex Kuramoto models on spheres in even-dimensional spaces. In Section 4
we briefly address quaternionic Kuramoto model that has been introduced in [9]. Finally, Section 5 contains a brief
discussion and outlook.
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2 Evolution of the order parameter in Kuramoto models on spheres

The state of a generalized "oscillator" is given by a unit vector x in the real vector space Rd and evolves by the
following ODE

ẋ = Wx,

where W is an anti-symmetric d× d matrix interpreted as a frequency of the oscillator.

System of coupled oscillators on the sphere Sd−1 is introduced as follows ([3, 14, 24])

ẋj = Wxj + f − 〈xj , f〉xj , j = 1, . . . , N, (1)

where f = f(x1, . . . , xN ) is a global vector-valued coupling function and the notion 〈·, ·〉 stands for the inner product

in Rd.

Underline that (1) is the system of identical oscillators (i.e. all intrinsic frequencies are equal) with global coupling.

It has been shown in [12, 13] that generalized oscillators in (1) evolve by the action of the group of conformal mappings
of the real vector space Rd. In order to explain that, denote by G the subgroup of conformal mappings in Rd that
preserve the unit ball Bd. General map from G can be written as ([23])

g(x) = R

(

(−x+ |x|2a)(1 − |a|2)
1− 〈a, x〉+ |a|2|x|2 + a

)

, (2)

where a ∈ Bd and R ∈ SO(d).

Mappings from G are isometries of the unit ball in hyperbolic metric in Bd.

Proposition 1. [12, 13] Consider a population of coupled generalized oscillators evolving by (1). Then there exists a
one-parametric family gt ∈ G, such that

xj(t) = gt(xj(0)), ∀t > 0, j = 1, . . . , N.

Now, consider (1) in thermodynamic limit and assume that the initial distribution of oscillators is uniform on Sd−1.
Images of the uniform measure on Sd−1 under conformal mappings are measures whose densities are so-called Poisson
kernels P (x; a), with x ∈ Sd−1, a ∈ Bd, see [10, 23]. For fixed x ∈ Sd−1 these kernels are harmonic functions for

the hyperbolic Laplace-Beltrami operator on Bd. On the other hand, for fixed a ∈ Bd, we have measures on Sd−1 that
integrated against functions on Sd−1 yield hyperbolic harmonic functions on Bd. In this way we obtain the solution
to the Dirichlet problem for the hyperbolic metric on Bd.

Proposition 2. [13] Under assumptions (A1) and (A2) the distribution of oscillators at each moment t ≥ 0 is given
by the following probability density function

Phyp(x; a(t)) =

(

1− |a(t)|2
|a(t)− x|2

)d−1

, (3)

where a(t) ∈ Bd, x ∈ Sd−1.

Remark 1. It is obvious from (2) that a(t) ∈ Bd is an image of zero, i.e. a(t) = gt(0).

Proposition 3. [2, 13] Under assumptions (A1) and (A2) vector parameter a(t) in (3) satisfies the following vector
ODE

ȧ = Wa+
1

2
(1 + |a|2)f − 〈a, f〉a. (4)

Further, introduce the vector order parameter (centroid) of a population of oscillators evolving by (1)

c(t) =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

xi

and pass to the thermodynamic limit.

Observe the two points: centroid c(t) is the mean value of the distribution (3) and a(t) is the image of zero under the
map gt.

3
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Proposition 4. [10, 13] Suppose that assumptions (A1) and (A2) are satisfied. Then

c(t) = µd−1(|a(t)|)a(t), (5)

where the function µd−1(y) is given by

µd−1(y) =
1 + y2

2y2

[

1− 1− y2

1 + y2
F

{

1

2
;
d− 1

2
;
d+ 1

2
;− 4y2

(1− y2)2

}]

, (6)

and F denotes the hypergeometric series.

Remark 2. As we can see, centroid c does not coincide with the image of zero a. However, these two points lie on the
same radius in Bd, i.e. vector c is obtained by multiplying vector a by a scalar multiplier µd−1(|a|). The situation is
still quite involved, as this scalar multiplier depends both on the dimension d and the modulus of vector a.

For d = 2 the function µ1(·) is the constant one. This means that for d = 2 points c(t) and a(t) coincide. This case
corresponds to the classical Kuramoto model.

Now, focus on the special case of (1) that is obtained for the specific choice of the coupling function

f(x1, . . . , xN ) =
K

N

N
∑

i=1

xi = Kc.

This standard choice of f yields the standard real Kuramoto model on Sd−1

ẋj = Wxj +Kc−K〈xj , c〉xj , j = 1, . . . , N. (7)

Denote p(t) = |a(t)| and r(t) = |c(t)| = µd−1(p(t))p(t). Both, p(t) and r(t) are real numbers, 0 ≤ p(t), r(t) ≤ 1.
Clearly, r(t) is the real order parameter for system (7)

One has a(t) = p(t)u(t), where u(t) is a unit vector on Sd−1. Substituting this into (4) one readily obtains ODE for
p(t). Putting everything together, we state

Proposition 5. Consider a population of oscillators evolving by (7) and suppose that assumptions (A1) and (A2) hold.
Then

r(t) = µd−1(p(t))p(t), (8)

with p(t) satisfying the following real-order ODE:

ṗ =
K

2
µd−1(p)p(1 − p2). (9)

We have obtained explicit equations (8), (9) for the real order parameter under some pretty restrictive assumptions.
Presence of function µd−1(·) in the right-hand side of ODE for p(t) implies that the rate of synchronization depends
on the dimension. For each specific dimension d, the function µd−1(·) can be calculated in a closed form.

Remark 3. The rate (velocity) of synchronization in real models (7) is determined by functions µd−1(·) defined by (6).
However, it can be shown that for all d ≥ 2 functions µd−1(·) satisfy the following properties

a) limy→1 µd−1(y) = 1,

b) µd−1(y) ≥ 1 and

c)
dµd−1(y)

dy > 0 for 0 < y < 1.

From these properties we draw (pretty much expected) conclusion that the complete synchronization takes place in all
dimensions whenever the coupling is attractive, i.e. whenever K > 0.

We proceed with examples of real Kuramoto models on spheres S1, S2, S3 and S4.

Example 1 (The classical Kuramoto model). For the classical Kuramoto model d = 2 and the function µ1(·) is equal
to the constant one. Hence, real order parameter r satisfies ODE

ṙ =
K

2
(r − r3). (10)
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Figure 1: Evolution of the real order parameters in real Kuramoto models on spheres S1, S2, S3, S4 for coupling
strength K = 1. Initial positions of oscillators are sampled from uniform distributions on spheres. Empirical graphs
are obtained by simulating (7) with N = 300 oscillators. Theoretical graphs are obtained by solving equations for r(t)
in examples 1-4. For each dimension these two graphs (empirical and theoretical) coincide.

Example 2 (Model on S2). For the real Kuramoto model on S2 one evaluate the function µ2(·) to obtain

µ2(p) =
1 + p2

2p2

(

1− (1− p2)2

2p(1 + p2)
ln

1 + p

1− p

)

and, referring to Proposition 5,
r(t) = µ2(p(t))p(t),

where ODE for p(t) reads

ṗ =
K

4

1− p4

p

(

1− (1− p2)2

2p(1 + p2)
ln

1 + p

1− p

)

.

Example 3 (Model on S3). One has µ3(p) =
3−p2

2 . Hence, for the model on the 3-sphere

r(t) =
3− p2(t)

2
p(t),

with

ṗ =
K

4
(3p− 4p3 + p5).

Example 4 (Model on S4). Computing (6) for d = 5 one obtains

µ4(p) =
1 + p2

2p2

(

1− 3(1− p2)2

8p2
+

3

16p3
(1− p2)4

1 + p2
ln

1 + p

1− p

)

.

Therefore,

r(t) = µ4(p(t))p(t),

where

ṗ =
K

4

1− p4

p

(

1− 3(1− p2)2

8p2
+

3

16p3
(1− p2)4

1 + p2
ln

1 + p

1− p

)

.

In Figure 1 we depict the real order parameter in models on S1, S2, S3 and S4. We have found modulus of centroid
r(t) = |c(t)| in two ways: (a) by conducting simulations of (7) for N = 300 oscillators; and (b) by solving equations
for p(t) and r(t) in examples 1-4. In such a way we have obtained two graphs (experimental and theoretical) for
each sphere. We obtained perfect fits of simulation results with theoretical predictions. In other words, each graph in
Figure 1 is obtained in two different ways. Emphasize that initial positions of oscillators are taken from the uniform
distribution in each simulation.

One can see that the pace of synchronization grows with the dimension d. For equal values of the coupling strength
K , synchronization is faster on higher-dimensional spheres.

5
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Figure 2: Actual evolutions of the real order parameters (thick lines) obtained by simulations of (7) with N = 300
oscillators and coupling strengthK = 1 on spheres: (a) S1; (b) S2; (c) S3 and (d) S4. Initial positions of oscillators are
sampled from non-uniform distributions on each sphere. Solutions of equations for r(t) in examples 1-4 are depicted
by dashed lines. It is evident that real order parameters do not satisfy equations for r(t).

Figure 2 illustrates significance of assumptions (A1) and (A2). It demonstrates that the real order parameters r(t) do
not satisfy equations obtained in examples 1-4 when the initial distribution of oscillators is non-uniform. Actual real
order parameters (obtained by simulations) are shown by dashed lines, while solutions of equations 1-4 are shown
by thick lines. The initial positions are sampled in the following way: for 150 oscillators positions are sampled from
von Mises - Fisher distributions with the concentration parameter κ = 5 and mean direction µ and for the remaining
150 oscillators positions are sampled from the same distribution with antipodal mean direction −µ. In such a way we
generated N = 300 points from the balanced non-uniform initial distributions on spheres. From Figure 2 we can see
that the synchronization is faster if the initial distribution of oscillators is not uniform.

3 Order parameter in complex Kuramoto models on spheres in even-dimensional spaces

In the previous Section we have analyzed synchronization in the class of real Kuramoto models on spheres. There is
an alternative way to extend the Kuramoto model to higher dimensional spheres. By identifying Cm with Rd, where
d = 2m, we consider the sphere S2m−1 as a subset of Cm, consisting of unit complex vectors.

The complex Kuramoto model on unit sphere in Cm reads [24]

ξ̇j = Aξj + p− 〈ξj , p〉ξj , j = 1, . . . , N. (11)

Here, ξj are unit vectors in Cm and A is an anti-Hermitian m ×m complex matrix. This matrix is interpreted as an
intrinsic frequency of all oscillators. Coupling is given by the function p(ξ1, . . . , ξN ) that takes values in the vector
space Cm. From now on 〈·, ·〉 denotes the Hermitian inner product in the complex vector space Cm.

6
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System (11) describes a population on the sphere S2m−1 in even-dimensional real vector space Rd = Cm, where
d = 2m. It is easy to check that both models (11) and (1) reduce to the classical Kuramoto model for d = 2m = 2.
However, in higher dimensions d = 2m = 4, 6, ... these two models are not equivalent [13].

Recently, relations of these two classes of models with geometries of unit balls have been explained in [13]. It has
been shown that generalized oscillators in complex Kuramoto models evolve by the action of the group of isometries
of the unit ball in Cm with the Bergman metric. General orientation-preserving isometry of unit balls with this metric
is written as

m(ξ) = Q







−ξ + w + |w|2ξ−〈ξ,w〉w

1+
√

1−|w|2

1− 〈ξ, w〉






, |ξ| = 1 (12)

where w is a point in the unit ball and Q is a unitary linear map in Cm.

Denote by H the group of all transformations of the unit ball of the form (12).

Infinitesimal generators of H are computed in [13]; it is shown that they generate the flow on the complex unit ball of
the same form as ODE’s (11) for oscillators. This form of infinitesimal generators essentially proves the following

Proposition 6. [13] Consider a population of coupled generalized oscillators evolving by (11). Then there exists
one-parametric family ht ∈ H , such that

ξj(t) = ht(ξj(0)), ∀t > 0, j = 1, . . . , N.

The next Proposition describes an invariant submanifold on which the system of oscillators evolve if the initial distri-
bution is uniform.

Proposition 7. Under assumptions (A1) and (A2) the distribution of oscillators at each moment t ≥ 0 is given by the
following probability density function

PBerg(ξ;w(t)) =
(1− |w(t)|2)m
|1− 〈w(t), ξ〉|2m , (13)

where |ξ| = 1 and |w| < 1.

One can check (see [22, Section 3.3]) that the mean value of the probability distribution given by (13) equals w. On
the other side, it is obvious from (12), that w(t) = ht(0). Hence, we can state the following

Proposition 8. [22] Under assumptions (A1) and (A2) the centroid c(t) of the distribution of oscillators at the moment
t > 0 coincides with the image of zero under the action of ht, that is

c(t) = w(t) = ht(0).

Comparison of propositions 4 and 8 unveils a crucial difference between real and complex Kuramoto model on spheres
in even-dimensional vector spaces. In complex Kuramoto models centroid coincides with the image of zero under
isometries ht in the Bergman metric in the unit ball. On the other side, in real Kuramoto models the analogous relation
between these two points is given by (5) and equality c(t) = gt(0) holds only for d = 2.

By computing infinitesimal generators of H one can verify that parameter w of the distribution (13) satisfies the same
geometric Riccati equation as oscillators in (11), see [13]. At the same time, due to Proposition 8, parameter w is
precisely the centroid of the population. Hence, centroid satisfies the same ODE.

Proposition 9. Under assumptions (A1) and (A2) centroid c(t) of a population satisfies the following complex-vector
ODE

ċ = Ac+ p− 〈c, p〉c. (14)

Now, specify the coupling function p in (11) as follows

p(ξ1, . . . , ξN ) =
K

N

N
∑

i=1

ξi = Kc,

where c denotes the centroid of a population. This yields the standard complex Kuramoto model

ξ̇j = Aξj +Kc−K〈ξj , c〉ξj , j = 1, . . . , N. (15)

Introduce the real order parameter r(t) = |c(t)|, then c(t) = r(t)u(t), where u(t) is a unit vector in Cm. Substitution
into (14) yields real-valued ODE for r(t).

7
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Figure 3: Evolutions of the real order parameters in complex Kuramoto models on spheres S1, S3 and S5 for coupling
strength K = 1. Initial positions of oscillators are sampled from the uniform distribution on each sphere. Empirical
results are obtained by simulations of (15) on S1, S3, S5 with N = 300 oscillators. Theoretical result is obtained by
solving ODE (16). All 3 graphs coincide.

Proposition 10. Consider a population of oscillators evolving by (15) and suppose that assumptions (A1) and (A2)
hold. Then, real order parameter satisfies the following real-valued ODE

ṙ = K(r − r3). (16)

As we can see, equations for the order parameter in complex Kuramoto models are simpler then those in real models.
Moreover, unlike real models, equation for the order parameter is the same in all dimensions.

In Figure 3 we depict graphs of functions r(t) for spheres S1, S3, S5. These graphs are obtained from simulations
of the system (15) for m = 1, 2, 3, as well as by solving (16). In all dimensions graphs coincide. Hence, the graph
depicted in Figure 3 is obtained in four ways: by conducting simulations (15) in three dimensions and by solving ODE
(16) with the initial condition r(0) = 0.

4 Quaternionic Kuramoto model

In this Section we briefly mention the quaternionic Kuramoto model on the sphere S3 that has been introduced and
studied by the authors in [9]. Algebra of quaternions provides one possible way to introduce coordinates on S3. Each
oscillator is represented by a unit quaternion. The set of unit quaternions is a Lie group with the group manifold S3

and the corresponding Lie algebra is given by the set of "pure" quaternions. (Quaternion q = q1+ q2 · i+ q3 · j+ q4 ·k
is called "pure", if q1 = 0.). An individual oscillator evolves by the following quaternion-valued ODE

q̇ = uq + qv,

where q(t) is the state of an oscillator and u and v are pure quaternions, interpreted as its left and right frequencies,
respectively.

Further, the model of coupled oscillators on S3 is written as the system of geometric quaternion-valued Riccati ODE’s
([9])

q̇j = qjfqj + uqj + qjv − f̄ , j = 1, . . . , N, (17)

where f(q1, . . . , qN ) is a quaternion-valued coupling function.

This model is essentially equivalent to the real Kuramoto model (1) for d = 4. In order to verify this equivalence it
suffices to write (17) in real coordinates and make a suitable change of variables in order to relate matrix W with pure
quaternion u and v.

Hence, the model (17) does not bring any qualitative novelty compared to real models. It might however be ad-
vantageous to work in quaternionic notation, as it provides an opportunity to use nice geometric properties of unit
quaternions, or, equivalently, of SU(2) matrices.

8
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5 Conclusion

We have derived closed-form equations for evolutions of real order parameters in real and complex Kuramoto models
on spheres. Our derivation is based on recent geometric insights into these models. The equations reported here are
valid only if the initial distribution of oscillators is uniform on the sphere.

Synchronization in real Kuramoto models is faster in higher dimensions, as illustrated in Figure 1. On the other hand,
in all complex Kuramoto models, order parameters satisfy the same simple ODE (16) regardless of the dimension of
the underlying sphere.

Throughout the paper we have assumed that oscillators are identical and the coupling is global. In such a setup,
there is no qualitative difference in the dynamics of order parameters in odd and even dimensions. Underline that
in real models with non-identical oscillators there is a sharp qualitative difference in synchronization processes in
odd and even dimensions, as recently reported in [3]. It has been shown that in real Kuramoto models on spheres
S2k, k = 1, 2, ... partial synchronization occurs for an arbitrary weak coupling K > 0. On the other hand, for models
on spheres S2k−1 in even-dimensional vector spaces there exists a critical coupling strength Kc, such that a partial
synchronization takes place only when K > Kc; such phase transition is familiar from the classical Kuramoto model.

In the classical Kuramoto model one can derive a simple ODE for the real order parameter even for a population with
non-identical oscillators under the condition that their frequencies are sampled from certain prescribed probability
distributions on the real line. This result is well known as the Ott-Antonsen reduction, see [20]. Analogous results
are not available for Kuramoto models on higher-dimensional spheres. Recent geometric insights indicate that the
Ott-Antonsen result probably might be extended to real and complex Kuramoto models on spheres S2m−1. Clearly,
equations for the order parameter in real and complex models would differ significantly, just as they differ in the
present paper.
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